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Site View Feedback
 As a site admin I don't use it much

− Shifter dashboard has more information
 I do distribute it to the users though

−  Has the right amount for them and it seems to satisfy 
them

 Minor changes 
− Order of the columns could be more logical
− How many sites have two names?

 Mostly two are redundant

 Following two slides are applicable to Site View 
too



Navigation and Search
 All listed sites by default not only 25
 We really don't need 2 scroll bars

− The Browser one is enough
 The search is a very good feature

−  Could be less complicated 
 just search for a case insensitive substring

−  Example gstat search
 http://gstat-prod.cern.ch/gstat/summary/Country/UK/

 Other than that the page contains everything I 
want to know and I can easily reorder by column

http://gstat-prod.cern.ch/gstat/summary/Country/UK/


Links Content Feedback
 Can click to access additional information: Great!

− Unfortunately most links are not yet very useful or are 
unreliable

 Examples: 
−  Click on downtime goes to the AGIS twiki

 Better to go to the calendar http://atlas-
agis.cern.ch/agis/calendar/?print

−  Click on panda status and goes to the cloud status
 Better the site page http://panda.cern.ch/server/pandamon/query?

mode=site&site=UKI-NORTHGRID-LIV-HEP
− Click on the SAM tests and goes to the tests selection 

page rather than the graphical display
− DDM blacklist should go to DDM blacklist

 http://bourricot.cern.ch/blacklisted_production.html



Conclusions

 Site Status dashboard and in particular the 
Shifters View respond quite well to a long 
standing requirement to have a single point of 
entry that display the status of the Atlas grid.

 I'd have some navigation and search adjustment
 My major grudge is with the access to the 

information behind the scene.
−  As a shifter I know where to go anyway
− But the dashboard should make this easier
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